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CATEGORY: Recommended

Summary: CarnaudMetalbox Engineering have improved the 

guard switches on their 3400 Die Necker.

Replacement Euchner type guard switches are now available 

for retro-fit to replace Schmersal type guard switches fitted to 

3400 Die Neckers.

In order to complete this modification you will require the fol-

lowing:

The replacement Euchner type switches and ancillary fit-

ting items (supplied by CMb)

A copy of drawing 2395474D

A copy of drawing 2395496D

Electrical Instructions:

*Note: the actuator requires ‘teaching’ to the guard switch. 

Please see drg. 2395474D for full details

In order to save changeover time it is recommended that the 

Euchner guard switch and actuator are ‘teached’ together be-

fore the machine installation starts.

You will need the guard switches/actuators, a 24VDC supply, 

one set of connecting leads (one M12 x 5 core, one M12 x 8 

core) and one of the terminal boxes – all supplied by CMb

Ensure that the paired guard switch and actuator are kept/fit-

ted together on the machine.

Fitting Instructions:

*Note: before commencing with this modification ensure that 

the electrical supply is isolated and locked-off in accordance 

with plant procedures

1. Disconnect the existing multi-core cable from the Schmer-

sal guard switch – this will be utilised for re-connection to 

the supplied terminal box.

2. Remove the Schmersal switch, handle and cable trunking.

3. Fit the mounting plates for the new guard switch and actu-

ator, handle and the door stop. Please see drg. 

2395496D.

4. Remove the internal door release handle ‘shield’ (if fitted).

5. Fit the black plastic handle (SZ0820S).

6. Fit the Euchner guard switch (double doors CET1-AR-

CRA-AH-50XSG, single doors CET1-AR-CRA-AH-50F) 

and actuator (CET-A-BWK-50X).

7. Drill hole for guard switch cable (double door only). Mount 

the trunking and conduit blocks (2395473B). Please see 

drg. 2395496D for full details.

8. Fit one off M12 8 core cable and one off M12 5 core cable 

per guard switch. Feed through conduit blocks/conduit to 

inside of guard. Fit trunking covers.
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9. Fit terminal box (one per switch) to the inside of the guard 

with the brackets provided. Connect two off leads from 

guard switch and existing multi-core cable. For full con-

nection details please see drg. 2395474D in conjunction 

with your machine circuit drawing. 

These improvements are applicable to all 3400 Die Neckers 

fitted with Schmersal type guard switches - serial numbers 

002s to 010s.

Machines from serial number 011s were built with these re-

vised Euchner type guard switches as standard.

For further information about this modification please contact 

CarnaudMetalbox Engineering quoting Technical Bulletin 

number TB3400-003.

If you require specific advice on how to fit these replacement 

switches, please send your machine serial numbers by email 

to: Electrical-GBR-Shipley@eur.crowncork.com

Note: a complete Library of Technical Bulletins is accessible 

on the Company Web Sit










